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TestI WITH ACCORDS AND FILES MP3 SONGS BRANCA L/L © 2016: Texts created BY SCOUTECH. ALTERVISTA.ORG© each text belongs to the relevant authors - all rights are reserved. If you liked the post, like it and/or leave a comment and share it on various Socials.Follow page also on INSTAGRAM! 
Leave your rating! There is a beautiful flower on the hat...... on the lips of the song All the chords This page is dedicated to guitarists who here will find an indication of one of the most popular chords by tapping, fingers of the left hand, the right strings in the right place keyboard (or manic) of their guitar. In this collection of
songs, the chords, where possible, are listed in the scores along with the text of the first verse and a possible chorus. Songs from which accompaniment chords are provided are recognized in the summary below because they are marked with a red asterisk instead of blue. Keep in mind that the main hue is not always
specified, and for example, Do Major is most often referred to simply as Do M and DO-Major as DO instead of Do-Major. Finally, it should be remembered that not the world's worldwide notes are called Lee, King, Mi ... Etc. In many countries they are called the first seven letters of the alphabet. If you had a foreign score,
here is the correspondence between the two systems.  Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Si C D E F G A B So, for example, Do becomes C and Mib becomes Eb. Of course, the chord instructions shown here are valid if the song is performed in the same tone as the score and music files of these pages (Midi and Karaoke). The
keyboard (or handle) of the guitar is presented schematically as follows: the strings to press and the point where their push is represented by a black dot like this: DO NOT have a SUONATE string marked with a sign like this: All others, even the empty ones (i.e. not pressed), are part of the chord. ON THE DO M (i.e. Do
Major) mentioned here are just some of the possible ways to obtain the desired agreements. Below is our guide to the most commonly used chords. Click below for an agreement you're interested in DO... (DO M - DO Major - do- m - DO sharp minor) King... (RE M - RE Major - up to RE m - LOWER sharp RE) I... (from
MI M - MI Major - to MIb m - MI flat minor) Back... (from FA M - FA Major - to FA - FA Sharp Minor) Sol... (SOL M - SOL Major - up to SOL m - minor sharp SOL) Teh... (from LA M - LA Major - to LAb m - LA flat minor) Yes... (SI M - SI Major - up to SIb m - SI flat minor) On the front page of the Daily Wikis you will find
music encyclopedia, hundreds of new texts are inserted, in the blog you will find the best content. Lyrics, chords, albums, news and VIDEO FINAL FOR. Albums, discography, lyrics and agreements for free on wikitesti.com Our Network: ForumKaraoke - Wikitexts - Football Fillia - World Video Games - Ivan Sunset - Blog
Vicky Madonna Scouts Metropolitan Blues Four Friends Scout that night in Bethlehem Resurrection Hunting Call Ula, Ula, Ula Good Wolf Little Wolf Texts and Scores www.wikitesti.com www.forumkaraoke.com exchange mp3 - canzoniere scout con accordi per chitarra pdf. canzoniere scout pdf con accordi. canzoniere
scout con accordi da stampare. canzoniere scout con accordi pdf reparto
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